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Abstract—Unconstrained face recognition is still an open
problem, as state-of-the-art algorithms have not yet reached
high recognition performance in real-world environments (e.g.,
crowd scenes at the Boston Marathon). This paper addresses this
problem by proposing a new approach called Adaptive Sparse
Representation of Random Patches (ASR+). In the learning stage,
for each enrolled subject, a number of random patches are
extracted from the subject’s gallery images in order to construct
representative dictionaries. In the testing stage, random test
patches of the query image are extracted, and for each test
patch a dictionary is built concatenating the ‘best’ representative dictionary of each subject. Using this adapted dictionary,
each test patch is classified following the Sparse Representation
Classification (SRC) methodology. Finally, the query image is
classified by patch voting. Thus, our approach is able to deal
with a larger degree of variability in ambient lighting, pose,
expression, occlusion, face size and distance from the camera.
Experiments were carried out on five widely-used face databases.
Results show that ASR+ deals well with unconstrained conditions,
outperforming various representative methods in the literature in
many complex scenarios.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Face recognition has been a relevant area of research in
computer vision, making many important contributions since
the 1990s. In recent years the focus of face recognition algorithms has been shifted to deal with unconstrained conditions
including variability in ambient lighting, pose, expression,
face size and distance from the camera [13]. In the last few
years, many approaches have been proposed to deal with the
aforementioned problems (see for example [18]).
Algorithms based on Sparse Representation Classification
(SRC) have been widely used [26]. In the sparse representation
approach, a dictionary is built from the gallery images, and
matching is done by reconstructing the query image using a
sparse linear combination of the dictionary. The identity of
the query image is assigned to the class with the minimal
reconstruction error. Several variations of this approach were
recently proposed. In [22], registration and illumination are
simultaneously considered in the sparse representation. In [5],
an intra-class variant dictionary is constructed to represent
the possible variation between gallery and query images. In
[23], sparsity and correlation are jointly considered. In [8] and
[24], structured sparsity is proposed for dealing with occlusion
and illumination problem. In [6], the dictionary is assembled
by the class centroids and sample-to-centroid differences. In
[3], SRC is extended by incorporating the low-rank structure

of data representation. In [9], a discriminative dictionary is
learned using label information. In [14], a linear extension
of graph embedding is used to optimize the learning of the
dictionary. In [15], a discriminative and generative dictionary
is learned based on the principle of information maximization.
In [17], a sparse discriminative analysis is proposed using the
`1,2 -norm. In [27], a sparse representation in two phases is
proposed. In [4], sparse representations of patches distributed
in a grid manner are used. These variations improve recognition performance significantly as they are able to model
various corruptions in face images, such as misalignment and
occlusion.
Other approaches with comparable performance are based
on the similarity between features extracted from regions of
the gallery images and from the query image [19]. Recently,
one novel approach proposed a new representation of the face
image that is a sequence of forehead, eyes, nose, mouth and
chin in a natural order [25].
Reflecting on the problems confronting unconstrained face
recognition, and on the solutions proposed in recent years, we
believe that there are some key ideas that should be present in
new proposed solutions. First, if the face image is somehow
occluded, it is clear that the occluded parts are not providing
any information of the subject. For this reason, such parts
should be automatically detected and should not be considered
by the recognition algorithm. Second, in recognizing any face,
there are parts of the face that are more relevant than other
parts (for example birthmarks, moles or large eyebrows, to
name but a few). For this reason, relevant parts should be
subject-dependent, and could be found using unsupervised
learning. Third, in the real-world environment, and given that
face images are not perfectly aligned and the distance between
camera and subject can vary from capture to capture, analysis
of fixed sub-windows can lead to misclassification. For this
reason, feature extraction should not be in fixed positions,
and can be in several random positions, and use a selection
criterion that enables selection of the best regions. Fourth,
the expression that is present in a query face image can be
subdivided into ‘sub-expressions’, for different parts of the face
(e.g., eyebrows, nose, mouth). For this reason, when searching
for similar gallery subjects it would be helpful to search for
image parts in all images of the gallery instead of similar
gallery images.

Inspired by these key ideas, this paper proposes a new
method for face recognition that is able to deal with less constrained conditions. Two main contributions of our approach
are: 1) A new representation for the gallery face images of
a subject: this is based on representative dictionaries learned
for each subject of the gallery, which correspond to a rich
collection of representations of selected relevant parts that are
particular to the subject’s face. 2) A new representation for the
query face image: this is based on i) a discriminative criterion
that selects the best test patches extracted randomly from the
query image and ii) and an ‘adaptive’ sparse representation of
the selected patches computed from the ‘best’ representative
dictionary of each subject. Using these new representations,
the proposed method (ASR+) can achieve high recognition
performance under many complex conditions, as shown in our
extensive experiments.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section
II, the proposed method is explained in further detail. In
Section III, the experiments and results are presented. Finally,
in Section IV, concluding remarks are given.
II. P ROPOSED M ETHOD
According to the motivation of our work, we believe that the
robustness of the face recognition can be improved by using a
patch-based approach. Thus, following a sparse representation
methodology, in a learning stage several random patches can be
extracted from each training image, and a dictionary can be
built for each subject by concatenating its patches (stacking
in columns). In the testing stage, several patches can be
extracted and each of them can be classified using its sparse
representation. The final decision can be made by majority
vote. This baseline approach, however, shows three important
disadvantages: i) The location information of the patch is not
considered in the representation, i.e., a patch of one part of the
face could be erroneously represented by a patch of a different
part of the face. This first problem can be solved by considering
the (x, y) location of the patch in its description. ii) The
method requires a huge dictionary for reliable performance,
i.e., each sparse representation process would be very time
consuming. This second problem can be remedied by using
only a part of the dictionary adapted to each patch. Thus,
the whole dictionary of a subject can be subdivided into subdictionaries, and only the ‘best’ ones can be used to compute
the sparse representation of a patch. iii) Not all query patches
are relevant, i.e., some patches of the face do not provide
any discriminative information of the subject (e.g., sunglasses).
This third problem can be addressed by selecting the query
patches according to a score value.
In this section we describe our approach taking into account
the three mentioned improvements. As illustrated in Fig. 1,
in the learning stage, for each subject of the gallery, several
random small patches are extracted and described from their
images (using both intensity and location features) in order to
build representative dictionaries. In the testing stage, random
test patches of the query image are extracted and described, and
for each test patch a dictionary is built concatenating the ‘best’

Fig. 1.

Overview of proposed method ASR+.

representative dictionary of each subject. Using this adapted
dictionary, each test patch is classified in accordance with the
Sparse Representation Classification (SRC) methodology [26].
Afterwards, the patches are selected according to a discriminative criterion. Finally, the query image is classified by voting
for the selected patches. Both stages will be explained in this
section in further detail.
A. Learning
In the training stage, a set of n face images of k subjects is
available, where Iij denotes image j of subject i (for i = 1 . . . k
i
and j = 1 . . . n). In each image Iij , m patches Pjp
of size
w × w pixels (for p = 1 . . . m) are randomly extracted. They
i
are centered in (xijp , yjp
). In this work, the description of a
patch P is defined as vector:
y = f (P) = [ z ; αx ; αy ] ∈ Rd+2

(1)

where z = g(P) ∈ Rd is a descriptor of patch P, (x, y) are
the image coordinates of the center of patch P, and α is a
weighting factor between description and location1 . Using (1)
i
i
all extracted patches are described as yjp
= f (Pjp
). Thus,
for subject i an array with the description of all patches is
i
defined as Yi = {yjp
} ∈ R(d+2)×nm (for j = 1 . . . n and
p = 1 . . . m). The description Yi of subject i is clustered
using a k-means algorithm in Q clusters that will be referred
to as parent clusters:
ciq = kmeans(Yi , Q)

(2)

for q = 1 . . . Q, where ciq ∈ R(d+2) is the centroid of parent
cluster q of subject i. We define Yqi as the array with all
i
samples yjp
that belong to the parent cluster with centroid ciq .
1 In our experiments, z corresponds to the intensity values of the patch
subsampled by 2 in both directions, i.e., d = (w × w)/4 given by stacking its
columns normalized to unit length in order to deal with different illumination
conditions; (x, y) are normalized coordinates (values between 0 and 1); and
0.25 ≤ α ≤ 4.

cluster q as illustrated in Fig. 3. Normalizing y and ciqr to
have unit `2 norm, (5) can be rewritten as:
hi (y, q) = 1 − max < y, ciqr > for r = 1 . . . R

(6)

where the term < • > corresponds to scalar product that
provides a similarity (cosine of angle) between vectors y
and ciqr . The parent cluster that has the minimal distance is
searched:
q̂ i = argmin hi (y, q),
(7)
q

Fig. 2. Dictionaries of subject i for Q = 32 (only for q = 1 . . . 7 is
shown) and R = 20. Left column shows the centroids ciq of parent clusters.
Right columns (orange rectangle called Di ) shows the centroids ciqr of child
clusters. Āiq is row q of Di , i.e., the centroids of child clusters of parent
cluster q.

In order to select a reduced number of samples, each parent
cluster is clustered again in R child clusters2
ciqr = kmeans(Yqi , R)

(3)

for r = 1 . . . R, where ciqr ∈ R(d+2) is the centroid of child
cluster r of parent cluster q of subject i. All centroids of
child clusters of subject i are arranged in an array Di , and
specifically for parent cluster q are arranged in a matrix:
Āiq

=

[ciq1

...

ciqr

...

ciqR ]T

(d+2)×R

∈R

(4)

Thus, this arrangement contains R representative samples of
parent cluster q of subject i as illustrated in Fig. 2. The set
of all centroids of child clusters of subject i (Di ), represents
Q representative dictionaries with R descriptions {ciqr } for
q = 1 . . . Q, r = 1 . . . R.

In the testing stage, the task is to determine the identity of
the query image It given the model learned in the previous
section. From the test image, s selected test patches Ppt of
size w × w pixels are extracted and described using (1) as
ypt = f (Ppt ) (for p = 1 . . . s). The selection criterion of a test
patch will be explained later in this section. For each selected
test patch with description y = ypt , a distance to each parent
cluster q of each subject i of the gallery is measured:
hi (y, q) = distance(y, Āiq ).

(5)

We tested with several distance metrics. The best performance,
however, was obtained by hi (y, q) = minr ||y − ciqr ||, which
is the smallest distance to centroids of child clusters of parent
niq ,

0

0

A(y) = [ A1 . . . Ai . . . Ak ] ∈ R(d+2)×Rk

Yqi ,

ciqr

the number of samples of
is less than R,
is built by taking
the R first samples of a replicated version of the samples [Yqi Yqi . . . ]. This
dictionary with R words is equivalent to have a dictionary of niq words only.

0

(8)

With this adaptive dictionary A, built for patch y, we can
use SRC methodology [26]. That is, we look for a sparse
representation of y using the `1 -minimization approach:
x̂ = argmin||x||1

subject to

Ax = y

(9)

The residuals are calculated for the reconstruction for the
selected subjects i0 = 1 . . . k 0 :
ri0 (y) = ||y − Aδi0 (x̂)||

B. Testing

2 If

which minimal distance is hi (y, q̂ i ). For patch y, we select
those gallery subjects that have a minimal distance less than
a threshold θ in order to ensure a similarity between the test
patch and representative subject patches. If k 0 subjects fulfill
the condition hi (y, q̂ i ) < θ for i = 1 . . . k, with k 0 ≤ k, we
can build a new index vi0 that indicates the index of the i0 -th
selected subject for i0 = 1 . . . k 0 . For instance in a gallery with
k = 4 subjects, if k 0 = 3 subjects are selected (e.g., subjects
1, 3 and 4), then the indices are v1 = 1, v2 = 3 and v3 = 4
as illustrated in Fig. 3. The selected subject i0 for patch y
has its dictionary Dvi0 , and the corresponding parent cluster
is ui0 = q̂ vi0 , in which child clusters are stored in row ui0 of
0
v
Dvi0 , i.e., in Ai := Āuii00 .
Therefore, a dictionary for patch y is built using the best
representative patches as follows (see Fig. 3):

(10)

where δi0 (x̂) is a vector of the same size as x̂ whose only
nonzero entries are the entries in x̂ corresponding to class
v(i0 ) = vi0 . Thus, the class of selected test patch y will be the
class that has the minimal residual, that is it will be
î(y) = v(iˆ0 )

(11)

where iˆ0 = argmini0 ri0 (y). Finally, the identity of the query
subject will be the majority vote of the classes assigned to the
s selected test patches ypt , for p = 1 . . . s:
identity(It ) = mode(î(y1t ), . . . î(ypt ), . . . î(yst ))

(12)

The selection of s patches of query image is as follows:
i) From query image It , m patches are randomly extracted and
described using (1): yjt , for j = 1 . . . m, with m ≥ s.
ii) Each patch yjt is represented by x̂tj using (9).

Fig. 3. Adaptive dictionary A of patch y. In this example there are k = 4 subjects in the gallery. For this patch only k0 = 3 subjects are selected. Dictionary
A is built from those subjects by selecting all child clusters (of a parent cluster -see blue rectangles-) which have a child with the smallest distance to the patch
(see green squares). In this example, subject 2 does not have child clusters that are similar enough to patch y, i.e., h2 (y, q̂ 2 ) > θ.

iii) The sparsity concentration index (SCI) of each patch
is computed in order to evaluate how spread are its sparse
coefficients [26]. SCI is defined by
Sj := SCI(yjt ) =

k max(||δi0 (x̂tj )||1 )/||x̂tj ||1 − 1
k−1

(13)

If a patch is discriminative enough it is expected that its
SCI is large. Note that we use k instead of k 0 because the
concentration of the coefficients related to k classes must be
measured.
iv) Array {S}m
j=1 is sorted into a descended order of SCI value.
The first s patches in this sorted list in which SCI values are
greater than a τ threshold are then selected. If only s0 patches
are selected, with s0 < s, then the majority vote decision in
(12) will be taken with the first s0 patches.
III. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
Experiments were carried out on five widely-used face
databases under varying conditions as explained in Section
III-A (see details of our implementation in Section III-B).
We demonstrate the performance of our ASR+ approach with
a combination of two types of experiments: 1) We compare
performance of ASR+ to performance of our re-implemented
versions of five well-known face recognition algorithms using
the databases and experimental protocol described above (see
Section III-C). 2) We compare performance of ASR+ against
recent published performance results of a variety of algorithms
using the database and experimental protocol used in the paper
about each algorithm (see Section III-D).
A. Databases
In our experiments, the following databases were evaluated:
1) ORL: The database called ‘The ORL Database of Faces’
[16] consists of 40 subjects with 10 different images taken
with some variation of lighting, face expressions and face
details (glasses / no glasses). This is a very easy database,
any face recognition algorithm should obtain more than 99%
performance. It is used in our experiments as baseline only.
2) Yale: The database contains the original and extended ‘Yale
Database B’ [10]. It consists of 38 subjects with 64 different

images taken with many variations of lighting conditions. In
this case we use the Tan-Triggs illumination normalization [20]
that obtains better results than the raw images.
3) AR and AR× : The images of database ‘AR’ [11] were taken
from 100 subjects (50 women and 50 men) with different facial
expressions, illumination conditions, and occlusions with sun
glasses and scarf (we used the cropped version). The number
of images per subject is 26. We distinguish between AR and
AR× : In AR, training and testing images are selected randomly
from the 26 available images; whereas in AR× , training images
are selected randomly from the images with no disguise, and
testing from the images with disguise.
4) MPIE: The ‘multi-PIE’ database [7] contains more than
750,000 images taken from 337 subjects in four different
sessions showing different expressions under 15 viewpoints
and 19 illumination conditions. In our experiments, we used
the frontal viewpoint only with all illuminations, expressions
and sessions. All face images were cropped using the same
fixed coordinates, thus the horizontal and vertical alignment
of the faces varies between images.
5) FWM: The database ‘The Face We Make’ [12] contains
images from 224 subjects (140 women and 84 men) with 10
different expressions that covey feelings related to common
‘emoticons’, e.g. :) smile, :-O surprised, :( sad, etc.
B. Protocol and Implementation
In the databases, there were K subjects and more than n
images per subject. All images were resized to 110 × 90
pixels and converted to a grayscale image if necessary. In each
dataset, we collected all available images for each subject,
e.g., gallery images, different aging, illumination conditions,
expressions, camera distances, etc. We defined the following
protocol: from these K subjects, we randomly selected k ≤ K
subjects. From each selected subject, n images were randomly
chosen for training and one for testing. In order to obtain a
better confidence level in the estimation of face recognition
accuracy, the test was repeated 100 times by randomly selecting new k subjects and n + 1 images each time. The reported
accuracy η in all of our experiments is the average calculated
over the 100 tests.

TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF OUR ALGORITHM ASR+ FOR DIFFERENT NUMBER OF
SUBJECTS k AND TRAINING IMAGES n
ηA [%]
Database
ORL

Yale

AR

AR×

MPIE

FWM

Method
NBNN
LBP
SRC
TPTSR
LAD
ASR+
∆→
NBNN
LBP
SRC
TPTSR
LAD
ASR+
∆→
NBNN
LBP
SRC
TPTSR
LAD
ASR+
∆→
NBNN
LBP
SRC
TPTSR
LAD
ASR+
∆→
NBNN
LBP
SRC
TPTSR
LAD
ASR+
∆→
NBNN
LBP
SRC
TPTSR
LAD
ASR+
∆→

k=20,n=4

ηB [%]
k=40∗ ,n=9

91
94
96
94
94
98
+2
99
69
90
99
50
98
-1
75
75
78
86
75
91
+5
72
82
46
61
57
96
+14
60
84
67
62
84
91
+7
68
94
79
63
94
95
+1

97
100
98
100
99
100
0
100
82
100
100
74
100
0
91
93
93
95
91
100
+5
70
94
43
55
67
100
+6
79
94
85
70
83
98
+4
79
98
90
76
99
99
0

ηC [%]
k=100,n=14∗∗

***

TABLE II
C OMPARISON OF OUR ALGORITHM ASR+ WITH OTHER STATE - OF - ART
METHODS FOR DIFFERENT NUMBER OF SUBJECTS k AND TRAINING
IMAGES n
Method (X)
ASRC

[23]

InfoMax
L21FLDA

[15]
[17]

Database
ORL
AR
Yale
ORL

Yale

MPIE
***

DLRR
90
98
92
94
97
100
+2
68
94
40
60
77
100
+6
89
98
94
92
88
98
0
79
95
84
74
97
97
0

∗ For Yale: k = 38. ∗∗ For FWM: n = 9. ∗∗∗ Not enough subjects for this experiment.

In the implementation of ASR+, we used open source
libraries like VLFeat [21] for k-means and SPAMS for sparse
representation3 . Our best parameters (obtained by trial and
error) were as follows. Number of parent and child clusters:
Q = 80 and R = 50 respectively. Number of patches:
m = 800. Weighting factor for location coordinates: α = 4
(for Yale, AR and AR× ), α = 2.5 (for FWM) and α = 0.25
(for ORL and MPIE)4 . Size of patches: w = 16 pixels.
Threshold for minimal distance between the test patch and
child cluster: θ = 0.05. Threshold for SCI τ = 0.1. Number
of selected patches s = 300. Additionally, the number of
words (‘atoms’) selected from the dictionary in (9) is 20 k 0 /k,
where k 0 is the number of selected subjects for the adaptive
sparse representation, and k is the number of subjects in the
gallery. The time computing depends on the number of subjects
of the gallery, however, in order to present a reference, the
testing results for k = 40, n = 9 were obtained after 0.8s per
subject on a Mac Mini Server OS X 10.9.3, processor 2.6 GHz

[3]

Yale
AR

LC-KSVD

[9]

MPIE
Yale
AR

SSRC

[6]

DICW

[25]

LGE-KSVD
ESRC
DKSVD

[14]
[5]
[28]

AR
AR×
AR×
FWM
Yale
AR
Yale
AR

k
40
100
38
40
40
40
38
38
38
68
68
68
38
38
100
100
68
38
38
100
100
100
100
100
55
38
80
38
100

n
5
7
33
3
5
7
10
20
30
10
20
30
16
32
7
9
12
15
33
5
20
13
9
8
8
32
13
32
20

ηX [%]
96
95
95
84
93
97
89
96
98
86
92
95
96
99
94
90
94
95
97
94
98
99
90
99
82
96
93
96
95

Modeling Software available on http://spams-devel.gforge.inria.fr
values of α for a low, middle and high misalignment respectively.

∆
+3
+3
+5
+ 10
+6
+2
+ 10
+4
+2
+ 12
+8
+5
+4
+1
+2
+7
+2
+5
+3
+1
+2
+1
+9
0
+ 15
+4
+7
+4
+5

Intel Core i7 with 4 cores and memory of 16GB RAM 1600
MHz DDR3. The remaining algorithms were implemented
in MATLAB. The code of the MATLAB implementation is
available on our webpage5 .
C. General experiments
Our algorithm was compared with five well known face
recognition methods: i) NBNN [2] using intensity features
normalized to the unit length in 6 × 6 partitions, ii), LBP [1]
using 6 × 6 partitions, iii) SRC [26] where the images were
sub-sampled to 22 × 18 pixels building features of dimension
d = 396, iv) TPTSR based on a two-phase test sample
sparse representation approach [27], and v) LAD [4] based on
locally adaptive sparse representation of patches distributed
in a grid. We coded these methods in Matlab according to
the specifications given by the authors in their papers. The
parameters were set so as to obtain the best performance.
Three general experiments were carried with different number of subjects (k) and training images (n): A) k = 20, n = 4,
B) k = 40, n = 9, and C) k = 100, n = 14. An example of
the dictionaries computed for one subject of database ORL is
shown in Fig. 2. We observed that the dictionaries (rows of
representations) corresponded to relevant parts of the subject
viewed under different conditions (expressions, locations and
size). The results are summarized in Table I, clearly demonstrating the ability of ASR+ to discriminate the classes. ASR+
achieves similar or better performance compared to a broad

3 SPArse
4 Three

ηASR+ [%]
99
98
100
94
99
99
99
100
100
98
100
100
100
100
98
97
96
100
100
95
100
100
99
99
97
100
100
100
100

5 See

http://dmery.ing.puc.cl/index.php/material.

range of state-of-the-art algorithms across a range of widelyused face databases. In row ‘∆ →’, we observe the difference
between the accuracy of ASR+ and the best accuracy of the
other 5 methods. The accuracy advantage of our method is
better when faces are taken under less constrained conditions,
for example when faces are occluded or not well aligned.
D. Comparison with the state of the art
In order to compare the performance of the proposed
method ASR+ with other state-of-art approaches, we collected
the results in face recognition published in the last five years
in prestigious journals and conferences. We followed the same
protocols as in those papers, and the accuracy of ASR+ was
measured for comparison. The comparison is shown in Table
II. Once again, the results are consistent: ASR+ deals well with
unconstrained conditions, outperforming various representative
methods in the literature in many complex scenarios as we can
see in the column ∆ where the difference between the accuracy
of ASR+ and the other methods is shown.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented ASR+, a new algorithm
that is able to recognize faces automatically in cases with less
constrained conditions, including some variability in ambient
lighting, pose, expression, size of the face and distance from
the camera. The robustness of our algorithm is due to two
reasons: i) the dictionaries learned for each subject of the
gallery in the learning stage corresponded to a rich collection of representations of relevant parts which were selected
and clustered; ii) the testing stage was based on ‘adaptive’
sparse representations of several patches using the dictionaries
estimated in the previous stage which provided the best match
with the patches.
It is worth mentioning that our extensive empirical evaluation has been performed in two directions: i) Other representative methods from the literature have been re-implemented and
compared against using our methodology; and ii) our algorithm
has been evaluated using the methodology of other papers to
get a result that can be compared to their published result(s)
on the selected datasets. In both scenarios, ASR+ can deal
with the unconstrained conditions extremely well, achieving a
high recognition performance in many complex conditions and
outperforming the other tested algorithms.
We believe that ASR+ can be used to solve other kinds
of recognition problems. The proposed model is very flexible
and obviously it can be used with other descriptors. In terms of
future work, we will extend this approach to face recognition
using videos and other object-recognition problems.
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